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Model-Free Evaluation of Equating and Scaling
D. R. Divgi
The University of lowa

Standardized tests are equated and scaled in or-
der that scores on different tests can be compared.
If one test yields higher expected scaled scores than
another, the scale is biased against those who take
the latter test. The amount of bias, defined as the
difference between expected values, depends on
ability. This paper presents two methods for esti-
mating this relationship and the bias in the scale,
using a predictor as the measure of ability. The re-
sulting evaluation is absolute in the sense that the
scale is judged according to its own properties and
not by comparison with an arbitrarily designated
criterion scale. Moreover, there is no need to as-
sume a particular theoretical model to be correct.
An application of the methods showed that the
Rasch model is not suitable for vertical equating of
multiple-choice tests.

Any large-scale program of standardized test-
ing involves a number of tests that measure the
same skill. In order to allow comparisons of
scores on different tests, the tests are equated
and raw scores are transformed onto a common
scale. Although many different methods are

available for equating and scaling (Angoff,
1971; Lord, 1977), there is no generally accepted
method for evaluating the results. Slinde and
Linn (1977) have pointed out large discrepancies
between score equivalences provided by test

publishers and by the Anchor Test Study. Mar-
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co, Petersen, and Stewart (1979) judged the re-
sults of an equating procedure by comparing
them with results from two &dquo;criterion equat-
ings.&dquo; Their tables show that the two criterion
equatings were often substantially different,
despite being obtained from the same sample.
Obviously, both cannot be &dquo;correct&dquo; or even

&dquo;best&dquo; in any sense. This supports Lord’s (1977)
statement that &dquo;the results obtained by conven-
tional methods cannot be justified as a criteri-
on&dquo; (p. 132). In the absence of a commonly ac-
cepted standard, there is no logical basis for
comparative evaluations.

Equating Bias

An absolute evaluation of an equating proce-
dure can be sought by comparing its results with
the ideal. According to Lord (1977), &dquo;trans-
formed scores y* and raw scores x can be called
’equated’ if and only if it is a matter of indiffer-
ence to each examinee whether he [she] is to take
test X or test Y&dquo; (p. 128). If the tests differ in dif-
ficulty, the easy test is more reliable at low abili-
ties and the difficult test at high abilities. There-
fore, although the (curvilinear) relationship be-
tween true scores can be determined, observed
scores cannot be equated (Lord, 1977, p. 128).

If Tests X and Y cannot be equally reliable at
each ability level, it may be asked that the scale
at least be unbiased. In other words, an ex-
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aminee’s expected score on the common scale
should not depend on the test taken. Wright
(1968) has used this as the criterion of &dquo;item-free
measurement.&dquo; Differences between means are
affected by nonlinear transformations. The
score generally used to make decisions is not y*
or x but the transformed value on the common
scale. With the same equivalence relations be-
tween raw scores, different transformations yield
scales that differ not only in numerical proper-
ties but even in meaning (Echternacht, 1977;
Gardner, 1962). Differences that look equal on
one scale may look vastly different on another
(see Table 1 in Slinde & Linn, 1977, for differ-
ences between comparisons based on scaled
scores and on grade equivalents). Therefore, any
evaluation ought to be based on scores on the
common scale and not on raw scores. If two
scales are provided for the same test battery,
each should be evaluated separately.

If the tests are almost equally difficult, the
transformations of x and y into scaled scores will
be very similar, and little bias will be found. It is
in vertical equating that problems arise. There-
fore, assume that Test X is appreciably more dif-
ficult than Test Y. In addition, purely to simpli-
fy the following argument, let both tests contain
the same number of items n. All scales used in

practice are such that a particular value of x cor-
responds to a higher scaled score than the same
value of y. At the same time, a given examinee
tends to get higher raw scores on Test Y than on
Test X. These two facts tend to cancel out and
make expected scaled scores equal at medium
ability levels (provided the scale is well con-

structed). Persons with very low or very high
abilities get almost equal raw scores on both
tests, the former by guessing and the latter due
to ceiling effects. In such cases, Test X will yield
higher scaled scores than Test Y, and the scale is
biased against those who take Test Y (for an il-
lustration see Divgi, 1980). Thus, bias is a func-
tion of ability.

Method

The dependence of bias on ability can be cal-
culated theoretically by using a latent trait

model. Once a model is selected, distributions of
x and y can be calculated at any ability, 0, and
hence the mean, the error variance, and the in-
formation function for the corresponding scaled
scores. Divgi (1980) used the three-parameter
logistic model because the one- and two-pa-
rameter models make additional assumptions
that are unlikely to hold for real multiple-choice
tests. Wright (1977a) has argued, however, that
the parameters of the three-parameter model
cannot be estimated. Thus, no universally ac-
cepted model is available.

If the use of a model is to be avoided, bias can
be estimated using real data in which scores on
Tests X and Y are available for each person. As
true abilities are unknown, it is, of course, im-
possible to form a group of persons with equal
abilities. An observed quantity that is correlated
with ability must be used, which will be denoted
by z in the present paper. In a group of persons
with the same value of z, different individuals
will have different abilities, and the mean bias
will be the average over this distribution of abil-

ity. This averaging makes bias look less variable
than it is; any observed minimum will be larger
than the true value, and any observed maximum
will be smaller. Such blurring increases with the
conditional variance of ability at given z. There-
fore, z should be chosen to correlate as strongly
as possible with what the tests measure. Thus, if
Tests X and Y are reading tests, z might be a
mathematics or a general aptitude score. If two
or more predictors are available, it is advisable
to form z by multiple regression of (x + y) on the
complete set of predictors. This will yield small-
er conditional variance than the use of any single
predictor. (Scores x and y should not be used to
form ability groups. Spurious effects are likely if
the same measurement errors affect formation
of subgroups and subsequent analysis within
these subgroups. See Gustafsson, 1979.) A single
value or a small range of values of z can be used
to define a group that is fairly homogeneous in
ability. Mean bias is calculated separately in
each group. Its relationship to mean z in the
group can be displayed in a table or a graph. If
the scale is unbiased, expected bias vanishes at
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every ability. Then, mean bias in each group will
be zero except for random error.
The primary drawback of the above method is

that it requires a very large sample. Each group
should be large enough to yield a reasonably
small standard error of the mean. At the same

time, it is desirable that the variation of ability
and hence of z be as small as possible within any
single group. This means that the number of
groups should be large. The need for a very large
sample can be avoided by using a regression ap-
proach. Let S x(x) and S~( y) be scaled scores cor-
responding to raw scores x and y, respectively.
The scaled scores can be plotted against z. If the
scale is biased, there will be systematic differ-
ences between the two scatterplots. However, the
scatter will make the differences difficult to see
and to quantify. It is far more convenient to ex-
amine bias directly. Therefore, calculate S,,(x) -
S}-( y) for each person. Fit,it with a polynomial of
z. Start with a quadratic function and add more
terms to the polynomial until improvement in fit
becomes nonsignificant by statistical or personal
criteria. A quadratic fit was quite satisfactory
for the Rasch scale used in the present study.

Illustration

The methods described above were used to

study vertical equating with the Rasch model.
(For details see, e.g., Rentz & Bashaw, 1977;
Wright, 1977a.) According to the Rasch model,
the probability that a person with ability 0 will
answer item g correctly is

where b, is the difficulty parameter of item g.
Therefore, lfi(0) - 0 when 0 --00. Thus, the
probability of a correct answer by pure guess-
work is assumed to be zero. Moreover, the slope
dP,(O)IdO at 6 = b8 is assumed to be the same for
every item, i.e., all items are assumed equal in
discriminating power. For a person with num-
ber-correct score x, the maximum likelihood es-
timate 6 is the value that satisfies

The estimated ability, or a linear transformation
of it, is used as the Rasch scaled score (Rentz &

Bashaw, 1977). Equation 2 cannot be solved if x
equals zero or if the number of items equals n.
However, a test publisher must provide a scaled
score corresponding to every possible raw score.
In this study the scaled score at x = 11 was ob-
tained by quadratic extrapolation of values at
x = n-3, n-2, and n-1. Similarly, the scaled
scores at x = 3. 2, and 1 were extrapolated to
x=0.

Data

Item data were taken from the Reading test of
the Survey battery of the 1978 Metropolitan
Achievement Tests, Intermediate Level, Form J

(Prescott, Balow, Hogan, & Farr, 1978). Rasch
calibration was carried out with the UCON pro-
cedure with a correction factor for inconsistency
(Wright & Douglas, 1977). All 60 items were
calibrated together, with a sample of 2,000
examinees. The goodness-of-fit test recom-

mended by Rentz and Rentz (1979) identified
only six items as nonfitting. These were retained
during later analyses. The test was divided into
Difficult and Easy subtests of 30 items each,
which were used as Tests X and Y, respectively.
Their mean difficulties differed by 1.53 logits
(i.e., log-odds units). This difference is large but
not unreasonable. It is smaller than the largest
difference between successive levels reported by
Rentz and Bashaw (1977). Estimated Rasch

ability was used as the scaled score. The &dquo;pre-
dictor&dquo; z was the predicted total Reading score
obtained by multiple regression on Mathe-

matics, Language, Science, Social Science, and
Otis-Lennon raw scores. The squared multiple
correlation was .78.
The subtest scores x, y, and predictor score z

were calculated for all available cases in the Fall
Standardization data set (N = 5,512). The rec-
ords were sorted in ascending order of z. Then,
starting from smallest z, each group of 200 suc-
cessive cases was considered to be an ability
group. Thus, there were 27 groups of 200 cases
each and one of 112 cases.
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Results

The mean differences between scaled scores

(Difficult minus Easy) in these groups are shown
in Figure 1. Standard errors of means ranged
between .063 and .079 logit. The mean and stan-
dard deviation over the entire sample were -.037
and 1.06 logits, respectively. The difference

5 x(x )-5 y( y) was regressed on z and z2. The F
ratio for regression was 354. The fitted curve is
shown in Figure 1. The results show that at low
and at very high abilities the Rasch scale favors
those who take the difficuit test; at medium abil-
ities it favors those who take the easy test.

If the Rasch model provided &dquo;item-free mea-
surement&dquo; (Wright, 1968), the difference would
have been zero (apart from random error) at all
values of z. The F ratio is too large for the dif-
ference between the model and reality to be due
to chance alone. The minimum of the fitted
curve is -.35 logit and its value at the mean pre-
dictor score in the first group is 1.04 logits. The
positive differences at low abilities show that the
examinees scored higher on the difficult test

than the Rasch model predicted, i.e., that they
increased their scores by guessing. The negative
values at medium abilities arise from trying to fit
the Rasch curve to item characteristic curves
that do not fit the Rasch model.

Figure 1
Bias (Difficult Minus Easy) as a Function of Predicted Total Score

BIAS
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The interpretation of Figure 1 was supported
by results from the following simple model. As-
sume all items to have the same guessing pa-
rameter c so that Equation 1 is replaced by

All difficult items have the same difficulty bD
and all easy items have difficulty bE. Items are
calibrated using a population in which everyone
has ability 0=0 and using a very long test con-
taining equal numbers of easy and difficult
items. Then, the variance of proportion-correct
scores is very small; hence, ability estimates for
all examinees are practically equal. Mean scores
pE and PD on easy and difficult items are ob-
tained by using bE and bD in Equation 3 with 0 =
0. Then, the difference between difficulty esti-
mates is

The Easy and Difficult subtests consist purely
of easy and difficult items, respectively, and con-
tain equal numbers of items, n. The Rasch abil-
ity estimate 6D corresponding to score x on

the Difficult subtest is bD + In[xl(n-x)], with
quadratic extrapolation used to define ~o at x =
0 and at n; similarly, for 9E. At any given ability,
0, the distribution of raw scores on a subtest is

given by the binomial distribution. Therefore, it
is easy to calculate the bias E(eD~ 9) - E(eE~ 9).
Calculations were carried out with c = .2, bD-bE
= 1.5 (whence bD bE = 1.24), and n = 30. The
bias was .90 at 0 = -3.0, zero near 0 = -.25 and
3.0, and -.36 at 0 = 1.75. This relationship be-
tween bias and ability is very similar to that in
Figure 1, thus confirming the interpretation of
the empirical results.

Discussion

The two procedures described here are useful
because they do not require the assumption that
a particular theoretical model is correct. The

primary drawback is that both test scores must
be available for each person, which is rarely the

case/ The methods can be modified for a situa-
tion where Tests X and Y are taken by different
random samples, but such designs are also rare.
Therefore, the procedures are useful mainly in
studies of methods for equating and scaling,
where long tests are divided into subtests, which
are then equated (e.g., Marco et al., 1979). In
contrast to the approach of Marco et al., the re-
sults are absolute in the sense that each method
is judged according to its own consequences and
not by comparison with another method.
Of the two procedures, the regression ap-

proach is by far the more convenient. The least
squares fit of parameters assumes that the resid-
ual variance is the same at all values of the pre-
dictor. Departures from this assumption were
minor in the present study. Over the 28 groups,
within-group standard deviations of S,,(x) -
S,.(y) ranged from .89 to 1.12 logits. Figure 1
shows satisfactory agreement between the

quadratic curve fitted by unweighted least

squares and group means. In any case, weighted
least squares can be used if necessary. The use of
a polynomial is not a restrictive assumption,
since no a priori limit is placed on the degree of
the polynomial.
Although an evaluation of the Rasch model

was not the primary topic of this study, the re-
sults provide strong evidence against using the
Rasch model for vertical equating. Wright
(1968) split a reading test into difficult and easy
parts, calculated the difference between ability
estimates for each person, and divided it by its
(estimated) standard deviation. He found the
sample mean of this standardized difference to
be almost zero and hence claimed that he had
demonstrated &dquo;item-free person measurement&dquo;
with the Rasch model. Actually, what he had
shown to be item-free was not measurement on a

single examinee but the mean over a large sam-
ple containing a wide range of ability. Figure 1
shows that individual ability estimates based on

1An important exception is the Anchor Test Study, whose
data were used by Rentz and Bashaw (1977). An evaluation
of Rentz and Bashaw’s National Reference Scale using the
present approach would be very interesting.
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difficult and easy tests differ systematically and
that these differences can be quite target Slinde
and Linn (1979) demonstrated differences be-
tween difficult and easy tests and attributed
them to effects of guessing. Their design was
complicated because they formed high-, mid-
dle-, and low-ability groups and estimated item
parameters separately in each group. The results
in Figure 1 are much more detailed and are
based on a simpler design. Yet they lead to the
same conclusion as that of Slinde and Linn

(1979). The Rasch model is not useful for verti-
cal equating of multiple-choice tests.
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